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Knife-wielding
UMaine student
charged in Mass.
weapon as a “dagger-type
knife” 6 to 8 inches long.
Woodside said Savage was
incoherent when police arrested
Student Life
him and that he reportedly told
officers, “Yeah man, blue ice
A 22-year-old University of with tea on top, yo,” after they
Maine student from Bourne, asked him if he had driven by
Mass., was arrested Friday after any other bus stops recently.
“He was pretty whacked out,
he allegedly threatened a group
of Massachusetts middle school I guess,” Woodside said.
Savage was
students with a
being held at
knife.
“He was pretty
the Barnstable
P o l i c e
Corcharged Caleb whacked out, I guess.” County
rectional FaSavage
with
cility
Friday
operating under
Dennis Woodside afternoon
in
the influence of
Police Sergeant Bourne penddrugs, assault
Bourne, Mass. ing a dangerand
battery
ousness hearwith a dangerous weapon and a marked lanes ing scheduled for Wednesday.
violation. He reportedly stopped Unidentified pills were found in
in a red GMC pickup and threat- Savage’s truck, which were sent
ened several Bourne Middle to the state crime lab, according
School students as they waited to The Cape Cod Times.
Woodside said he did not
at a bus stop. The students texted
their parents who subsequently know if Savage has a history of
called police. Savage was ar- mental illness.
Savage wrote 19 sports arrested around 7:45 a.m.
Sergeant Dennis Wood- ticles for The Maine Campus
side of the Bourne Police De- from October 2007 to March
partment described Savage’s 2008.

By Dylan Riley
News Editor

Dylan Riley • News Editor

Matt Labonty hefts a Christmas tree Sunday afternoon outside Nutting Hall as he prepares to place it in a customer’s truck. The Xi
Sigma Pi fraternity sold Balsam and Fraser Firs Sunday to raise money for its scholarship fund. The trees cost $15 to $38, depending on
height.

Report finds demand for training
in Maine’s newest IT innovations
By Dylan Riley
News Editor
Education
A new report released by
the Technology Association
of Maine shows the state has
a healthy information technologies workforce but that
training in new technology is
in demand among members of
the industry.
The report is the result of
a survey of 288 Maine IT industry businesses and states
there is a demand among IT
professionals for “educational
opportunities, especially in
the form of just-in-time skills
training to address the training
needs of emerging and disruptive technologies.” TechMaine
is the statewide trade association for Maine’s technology
industries, and it created the
report as part of a federally
funded project to address the

impact of the Brunswick Naval Air Station’s impending
closure.
“We worked with employers to try to find out what their
needs are, to identify what the
job opportunities are,” said
Joseph Kumiszcza, the executive director of TechMaine.
Kumiszcza said part of
TechMaine’s ongoing work

survey included 20 other types
of business as well. The report
found 91 percent of Maine’s
IT workforce has an associates degree or higher education level. It states, “The pipeline of future talented workers
looks very promising,” and
says the highest ACT scores
among high school students in
Maine were from those plan-

“We don’t train students specifically for Maine.”
George Markowsky
Computer Science Department Chair
is analyzing the trends in
Maine’s IT industry so companies can anticipate their future
needs.
The top three types of businesses surveyed were software companies, IT service
providers and government or
non-profit organizations. The

ning on majoring in mathematics or computers. Kumiszcza
said the kinds of skills employers are looking for varies
by region.
“It almost breaks down geographically,” Kumiszcza said.
“The folks in the business in
the southern part of the state

were looking … for entrepreneurial students. Those that
really have the skills to get
into creating new programs
and looking under the hood of
technology, rather than those
certified in” an everyday vendor computer program.
Kumiszcza said companies
that keep technology systems
running are the ones looking
for people trained in vendor
programs. He said development shops in the central part
of Maine had an even greater
need of people with such
training.
George Markowsky, professor and chair of computer
science at the University of
Maine, said the IT industry
is an “important sector in the
Maine economy. It has grown
a lot over the years.”
Markowsky, who helped
found
TechMaine,
said
UMaine identifies what skills
See IT on A4

Troops at EWB receives funds to
UM Dec. 7 fix latrines in Honduras
News Brief
The University of
Maine will hold a sendoff ceremony Monday
at 7 p.m. for the Brewerbased Bravo Company of
the Third Battalion 172nd
Infantry. The ceremony
will be held at the Collins
Center for the Arts.
The company will soon
leave for four to six weeks
of training in Indiana before deploying to Afghanistan. Gov. John Baldacci,
Maj. Gen. John W. Libby,
UMaine President Robert
Kennedy, friends, family and supporters of the
company will attend the
ceremony, which is open
to everyone.

By Michael Shepherd
For The Maine Campus
Student Orgs
The University of Maine
chapter of Engineers Without
Borders will be receiving a
gift this holiday season to help
a Honduras community overcome latrine flooding.
“The excess water coming
in floods their latrines. That
water goes to ground level,”
Higgins said. “People are getting sick.”
According to the chapter’s
Web site, “Flooding during
the rainy season causes latrine
holding tanks to overflow, exposing the residents directly to
human waste. Even when the
town is not flooded, some latrines leak to the point where

waste can be seen oozing from
the ground. Flooding also creates stagnant pools of water
which allow mosquitoes to
breed and transmit disease.”
The University Bookstore
has decided to donate the proceeds of the annual UMaine
holiday ornament sale to the
student organization, which
“is open to all students and
community members who are
interested in sustainability and
working with developing communities worldwide in order to
improve their quality of life,”
according to the chapter’s Web
site.
“This particular program
helps student groups with limited funding that best achieves
altruistic goals of helping others,” said Director of Auxiliary
Services Richard Young.
The UMaine chapter’s

members said the money from
the bookstore will be used to
benefit residents of the 4-yearold Dulce Vivir, a village in
the Central American country
of eight million, more than
100 miles northwest of the
capital Tegucigalpa. Honduras
is slightly larger in area than
the state of Virginia.
Engineers Without Borders
co-president Sean Higgins is
grateful for the bookstore contribution, which Young said
could net the group $2,500 to
$3,000 judging by previous
sales. The proceeds are ongoing each year, and money
could be coming in for a long
time.
“If we get $2,000 or $3,000
[from the ornaments], that
would be great,” Higgins said.
See EWB on A4

Energy underdog touts
technology at UMaine
energy devices and therefore
capture more wind.
Labrecque has received
$25,000 in grants from the
Student Life
Maine Technology Institute to
fund the research into AeroThe University of Maine, flexors. He first thought of
home to the Advanced Engi- the idea for the technology in
neered Wood Composites cen- 2006, when he began to think
ter — UMaine’s leading en- about what energy sources
ergy research institute — was Maine has in abundance —
host to a smaller counterpart wind and water. The Aeroflexor works in both.
Friday.
Matt Burns, a fourth-year
David Labrecque, Chief
Executive of the Flexor Ener- civil engineering student who
gy Company, came to campus attended the lecture, said he
to show his own small innova- liked the presentation but
tion in wind power technology: there were “probably still a
few questions
the Aeroflexor.
that need to be
Designed like
answered” bea
hammock
“We’ll get a lot
cause Flexor
turned to a verof force out of
is such a small
tical position,
operation.
the Aeroflexor
this thing.”
Bruce Seis held taut at
gee, an elecits two ends.
David Labrecque
trical
and
When
wind
Owner
computer
blows
over
Flexor Energy Company
engineering
its surface, it
professor
at
spins, expands
UMaine, asked
and contracts,
pulling and releasing a cord at what Labrecque suggested for
its base that powers a genera- the water-power version and
tor. Labrecque presented the the power it produces, specifitechnology to a small audi- cally how to use it.
“What do you do with the
ence at Barrows Hall, where
he said it is designed to be an energy after you store it?” he
efficient and durable alterna- asked.
Labrecque suggested the
tive to wind turbines and reenergy be stored underwater
quires less material to build.
“You can imagine this as and run a single generator
a hammock, so you’re wind- through compressed air, rather
ing the hammock, and you than one generator for each
can imagine the forces on the Hydroflexor — as he calls the
end. The forces are actually water version.
Labrecque said one benefit
quite large; so we’ll get a lot
of force out of this thing,” La- of the Aeroflexor is its ability
to start itself. He demonstratbrecque said.
Labrecque said that because ed with a small office fan and
the Aeroflexor can be flexible, a miniature Aeroflexor, which
it doesn’t have to bear as much spun lightly and powered a
stress as more conventional blinking light every time it
technologies, like wind tur- pulled on its cord.
bines. He said it can also cover
See Energy on A2
greater areas than typical wind

By Dylan Riley
News Editor
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UMaine uses up H1N1 flu
vaccine, waiting for more
By Ben Violette

For The Maine Campus
Health
The University of Maine
held its fifth H1N1 vaccine
clinic Thursday at the Cutler
Health Center, depleting its current supply.
In October, the Maine Center
for Disease Control provided
the university with 1,100 doses
of the vaccine. Since the beginning of November, the university has held clinics for any
faculty, staff or students who fit
into “high-risk” categories.
Thursday’s clinic provided
204 doses of the vaccine. Anyone within the UMaine community and in a “high-risk” category was eligible to register to
receive the vaccine.
Jessica Fish, a fourth-year
student at UMaine, said her father and brother both had the
flu this fall and that she got the
vaccine as a precautionary measure.
“I’m not real concerned
about [H1N1] because nobody
I’m around daily has had it,”
Fish said. “It’s just better to be
safe than sorry.”
The university held the
clinic the day after two more
Maine deaths resulting from
the H1N1 virus were announced; both victims were
from Penobscot County. The
two deaths raised the state’s
swine flu death total to 11. All

deaths thus far have been from
people with “underlying medical conditions.” Thursday’s
deaths were Mainers between
the ages of 50 and 65. Swine
flu “continues to be widespread in Maine,” according to
a Maine CDC press release.
“The good news is that H1N1
vaccine continues to flow into
the state. We are distributing increasing amounts of vaccine to
health care providers for their
high priority patients including
adults with underlying medical

“The good news is that
H1N1 vaccine continues
to flow into the state.”
Dr. Dora Anne Mills
Director of the Maine Center
for Disease Control
conditions, children, pregnant
women as well as caregivers
and household contacts of infants less than 6 months old,”
said Maine CDC director Dr.
Dora Anne Mills in a statement.
Cutler’s Director Richard
Young said Mills has been
guiding UMaine in how to effectively distribute the vaccine
to everyone who may fit into a
“high-risk” group.
Adam Cote, a fourth-year
student, said that although nobody he knows has had the flu,
he was not going to take any
chances.
“[H1N1] just sounds misera-

ble,” Cote said. “Not something
that I want to catch.”
UMaine Deptartment of
Safety and Environmental
Management Director Wayne
Maines said doctors will “cautiously wait for an outbreak”
after Thanksgiving.
There have been 12 confirmed cases of swine flu on
campus.
Young said he commends
the community for listening to
all the health warnings and suggestions to fight the flu. He said
they’ve been working especially close with custodial staffs to
make sure that all “touch points”
are cleaned.
“Everybody has been doing
their part,” Young said. “Whether using hand sanitizer, washing
their hands or coughing safely,
it’s been a total community effort.”
The university does not know
when any more vaccinations will
become available to it.
“It is tough to get solid information because it’s a moving
target,” Young said. “Information has to move from the national level to state level, then
local. By the time it gets to the
local level, it’s old news.”

See Page A7 for an
Op-Ed from Secretary of
Health and Human Services Kathleen Sebelius on
the H1N1 flu vaccine.

Corrections...
A news brief about the H1N1 vaccine printed in the Dec. 3 edition of The Maine
Campus stated the university has seen 12 confirmed cases of H1N1 on campus
so far and that “the administration has repeatedly stated it does not know when
the university will receive more.” The sentence should have instead stated, “The
administration has repeatedly stated it does not know when the university will
receive more vaccine.”
The Maine Campus welcomes corrections or clarifications to its articles. Please email all such content to eic@mainecampus.com. Errors in opinion articles will be
corrected on the opinion pages.

Dylan Riley • News Editor

David Labrecque shows off a miniature version of the Aeroflexor, an energy device he designed as
an alternative to wind turbines. Labrecque gave a demonstration of the technology Dec. 4.

Energy

from Page A1
Labrecque’s inspiration for
the Aeroflexor came partially
from skybows, which are long
ribbons that can be erected to
spin in the wind and generate

electricity. He liked the idea
but felt he could expand it to
cover a greater area. Later,
while driving through Orono,
he said he noticed banners attached to power lines blowing
in the wind, which struck him
with the inspiration to design
the Aeroflexor.

Currently, there is a small
Aeroflexor model in an office
of Aubert Hall. Labrecque
said he hopes to put another,
larger version on the top of
Aubert Hall to power a Christmas tree. He also hopes to get
further grant money to expand
the venture.

maine
campus
mail

the campus in your inbox
breaking news alerts and e-mail editions at

mainecampus.com/register
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Mike and Mike
say goodbye
WMEB duo to go out
with nostalgic final broadcast
By Rhiannon Sawtelle
Features Editor

In the fall of 2006, two first-year
students had a chance meeting in
York Commons. As they now approach the end of their collegiate
careers and prepare for graduation,
they are not just saying goodbye to
the University of Maine, but to a program that sculpted their experiences
in Orono.
Mike Maberry and Mike Moody
are the hosts of “Late Night with
Mike and Mike,” a radio program on
WMEB, UMaine’s student-operated
radio station, that has been running
since the spring semester of 2008.
On Wednesday they will broadcast
their final show in a two-hour special
from 10 p.m. to midnight.
“It’s not really going to be in the
style of our old shows,” Maberry
said. “It will be more of ‘Here we
are, we’re going out, what do you
have to say?’”
“It should be a good trip down
memory lane for anyone who’s
been with the program for a while,”
Moody added.
Guests will include friends of
the show and frequent participants.
Around 10 guests have already committed. The grand finale will also include a phone interview with Prince
James of Sealand, a “micronation”
built on a World War II naval base
in international waters off Suffolk,
England.
“It’s our most exciting guest ever
to grace WMEB. Certainly better than when Drive Time got Lou
Bega,” Moody joked.
When Maberry e-mailed the
Royal Family of Sealand to inquire
about an interview, he got a response
within hours. It simply read, “I will
do this.”
The duo tried to get Phil Collins
as a guest for their last show, but
Collins was too busy.
“Late Night with Mike and Mike”
is a talk show that focuses mainly on
local issues. They interview Student
Government presidential candidates,

current presidents and other figures
on campus. Although it began as a
political show, the Mikes began to
include opinion and current events
in their show as they progressed.
When the program started nearly
two years ago, it was the only talk
show of its kind on the station.
WMEB broadcasted several sports
talk shows, but no political ones.
“Since then we have given starts
to a number of other shows,” Moody
said. “We’re sort of the go-to people
now for when Tom [Grucza], our

“I would not go on
without Mike at this
point. I can’t. The
dynamic won’t
be there.”
Michael Maberry
Co-host
Late Night with Mike and Mike

station manager, has somebody new
who wants to do a talk show. He
sends them to us for the training.”
Their standing as radio personalities even granted them the moderator
position at last year’s Student Government election debates.
“It was a great honor for us,”
Moody said.
“I did not expect that,” Maberry
said. “Mike and I have a pretty loyal
fan base and it grew more than I ever
expected it to.”
The Mikes build a rapport with
their listeners and student government executives through interaction on their program. Maberry was
even noticed on campus and once
overheard a group of friends talking
about their program.
The program offers the audience feedback through calls in to
the show, instant messaging and

returning guests.
One caller even provided the
Mikes with one of their favorite
memories of the show. In a discussion about Al Gore, the name of
his 2000 Presidential running mate,
Joe Lieberman, slipped their minds
quite embarrassingly. When a caller
phoned in to remind them of the
name, Moody whispered to Maberry,
“It’s Lieberman,” while still on the
phone. Maberry quickly became excited as he thought Lieberman himself had phoned in to the program.
“There have been bad shows.
There have been good shows. There
have been great shows. I can’t pick
one moment that was the best,” Maberry said.
“Lieberman is definitely up
there,” Moody added.
The duo has spent a lot of time together and play off each other well.
“I’m known to not really care or
really put much thought into some
of my comments sometimes, and
then have to either take them back or
apologize,” Maberry said.
“I’m pretty vigilant,” Moody
said. “I’m pretty quick to call Mike
out.”
“But that’s what makes the program different. It’s edgy,” Maberry
added.
As veteran talk show hosts at
UMaine, Mike and Mike offer this
tidbit of advice to those who are
interested in starting their own program: “Go for it.”
Although they were almost immediately given a spot when they
applied for their program, they suggest applying at the beginning of the
semester, to get an optimal time slot.
The Mikes are sad to see their
show end, but the timing is inevitable. Moody is graduating this semester and Maberry wants to focus
on writing his thesis next semester in
preparation for graduation.
Plus, the duo just wouldn’t be the
same without half the Mikes.
“I would not go on without Mike
at this point. I can’t,” Maberry said.
“The dynamic won’t be there.”

Photo by Rebekah Doherty • Assistant Photo Editor
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Police
Beat
The best from Orono, Old
Town and UMaine’s finest
Vandalism

Missing Magna

A staff member reported graffiti on a window of Shibles
Hall at 9:36 a.m. Dec. 1. The
estimated cleanup cost is
$75.

Police received report of a
stolen bike at 4:43 p.m. Dec.
1. The student had locked the
bike at a Deering Hall bike
rack between 1 and 4 p.m.

IT

from Page A1
fit students who want to go
into the IT industry and then
helps them put together a
package of courses that will
allow them to reach their intended career goal.
“We don’t train students
specifically for Maine, and so,
we train them kind of to have a
broad background in computer
science and then we combine
it with specific courses that
help them fit their specific
area,” Markowsky said.
Respondents
to
TechMaine’s survey reported the
skills their workforce members most desired to acquire
were training in areas such
as Web 2.0, wireless technologies, mobile applications
— such as those found in
iPhones — and the programming language Java, among
others. Kumiszcza suggested
UMaine open up courses to
current industry professionals to attend lectures and offer

fractionalized credits for their
time. He felt that would keep
Maine’s IT workforce knowledgeable about the emerging
technologies most in demand.
He said it would be a “valuable resource for the business
community.” The report suggests “the ability to receive
quality training in Maine, in a
timely and cost-effective manner, will play a significant role
in the employability and productivity of these workers.”
John Gregory, IT director at
UMaine, said a large part of the
role UMaine is playing in the
IT industry in the state is networking. He said the university is involved in a two-yearold project to build a network
to share research and connect
people and organizations with
technology at colleges they
might not otherwise have had
access to without physically
going to the campuses to use
it. He said it is a national effort and that connectivity between people and technology
is important because it will
determine the kind of skills

The Maine Campus • News
on the same day and the lock
was cut. The Model Elictor
Magna bike is valued at $95.
The case is under investigation.
Snatched Samsung
A student reported his cell
phone had been stolen while
he was at the Student Recreation and Fitness Center. The
student arrived at the Rec
Center about 5 p.m. Dec. 1
and placed his cell phone in
a cubicle. Upon returning 30
minutes later, he found it to
be missing. Police were notified at 7:15 p.m. The phone, a
black Samsung Delve, is valued at $100.
people will need in the future
in the IT industry.
“We’re bringing 10 gigabites per second to the campus. I think we’re leading, in
the Northeast, anyway, in that
area,” Gregory said. “Building
that network will take people
with technological skills and
knowledge, and once it’s built,
it will create or permit other
jobs that involve technology
in specific disciplines.”
Kumiszcza said networking opportunities between the
IT industry and universities
like UMaine are “crucial.”
TechMaine is preparing to
implement an online training
program on the organization’s
Web site to help notify technology workers of what employers are currently demanding, which Kumiszcza said
would be open to students.
“It will allow us to help
the university build, I think,
a more relevant content,” said
Kumiszcza, who added one of
TechMaine’s goals is to reach
out to the university to help it
improve.

Visit us on the Web!
mainecampus.com

Next bike gone
A student reported his bike
was stolen from the Gannett
Hall bike rack sometime between noon and 6:15 p.m.
Dec. 1. He reported the theft
on the same day when he
discovered that his unlocked
bike was missing. The green
and silver Next mountain
bike is valued at $100. The
case is under investigation.
Illegal hunting
A Witter Farm representative reported seeing a collegeaged male walking around the
horse barn area wearing hunter orange and carrying a rifle

Dec. 2 at 1:31 p.m. Officers
responded and, although they
didn’t immediately see anyone, they located the male’s
vehicle parked near the barn
and called the Maine Warden Service. Upon the wardens’ arrival, Public Safety
turned the case over to them.
The suspect was located and
charged with illegal hunting.
Permit thief
A student who had parked
her vehicle in the Belgrade
Parking Lot reported her commuter student parking decal
had been removed from her
unlocked 2002 Jeep Wrangler
sometime between 8:30 a.m.

More stolen permits
A graduate student reported his graduate assistant
parking decal missing from
his car parked in the Memorial Gym Parking Lot. He
found it missing upon returning to his car and reported
the theft at 9:56 a.m. on Dec.
3. It is unclear if the car was
unlocked. The case is under
investigation.
Compiled by
Jessie Darkis
For The Maine Campus

there, was named the successor but did not run in the Nov.
from Page A1
29 presidential election won
by rancher Porfrio Lobo. The
Higgins estimates the projelection has been described
ect to cost between $29,000
by most nations, including the
and $30,000. The group has
United States, as free and fair.
only raised 20 percent of its
The U.S. State Department
goal, with a construction date
issued a travel alert for Honin about six months. In reduras on Nov. 6, citing “the
sponse to fundraising rigors,
current uncertain political and
the group has developed sponsecurity situation,” and recsorship packets to
ommending “that
send to Maine busiAmerican citizens
nesses that give
exercise
caution
benefits to potential
when
traveling”
donators in return
there.
“This particular program helps
for funding for the
Past winners of
student groups with limited
cause.
the bookstore award
Higgins
said
include
Alternafunding that best achieves
the benefits in the
tive Spring Break,
altruistic goals of helping others.”
packets are speAlpha Phi Omega,
cialized for each
Gamma Sigma Sigcompany. A sample
Richard Young
ma, Rotaract, Colpacket went out to
lege Against CanDirector of Auxiliary Services
20 businesses Dec.
cer and the Central
4.
America
Service
Dulce
Vivir,
Association.
on the outskirts
The
Central
of Dulce Nombre, a town of again in January 2010. If the America Service Association
3,500, consists of approxi- acquisition of materials goes has been involved in the Dulce
mately 25 homes and 100 as planned, Higgins and the Nombre area since 2004. It
people. The people of the vil- chapter members plan to start facilitated the building of a
lage have been beneficiaries construction in Dulce Vivir modern library in the town.
of non-governmental organi- in May after spring semester According to Higgins, it was
zations in the past. Irish mis- ends.
association advisor Kathleen
sionaries built all the homes
A complicating factor in March who got the Engineers
in the village, according to the upcoming trip has been the Without Borders chapter inHiggins. The homes were built June 28 coup d’état in Hon- volved in the Dulce Vivir
strong, but there was one large duras, which saw Honduran community.
problem: The villagers live in soldiers oust former president
“They weren’t awe-ina wet area with a high flood Manuel Zelaya from the coun- spired,” Higgins said. “But the
plain — which Higgins says is try at gunpoint. Roberto Mi- response was certainly a posidangerous for their health.
cheletti, a congressional leader tive one.”

EWB

The chapter will use a leach
field to remedy the flood situation. It was chosen as the
better of two solutions to
the problem by the people of
Dulce Vivir. Higgins called it
“the most feasible” solution.
The group has made two
trips to Dulce Vivir to analyze
the situation — the first in
March 2008 and the second in
March 2009, and will be going

and 1:30 p.m. Dec. 2. The
case is under investigation.
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Diversions
Cat and Girl

Crossword Puzzle

Dinosaur Comics

Crossword puzzles provided by BestCrosswords.com. Used with permission.

By Dorothy Gambrell

By Ryan North

Answer key in Sports

Sudoku Puzzle
• Each row must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each column must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each 3x3 box must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
There is only one
correct answer.
Difficulty level: Easy

Christmas Carol
ALL
ANCIENT
APPAREL
AWAY
BEFORE
BLAZING
BOUGHS
CAROL
CHORUS
DON
FAST
FOLLOW
GAY
HAIL
HARP
HEEDLESS
HOLLY
JOIN
JOLLY
JOYOUS
LADS
LASSES

MEASURE
MERRY
NEW
NOW
OLD
OUR
PASSES
SEASON
SING
STRIKE
TELL
TIDE
TIS
TOGETHER
TREASURE
TROLL
WEATHER
WHILE
WIND
WITH
YEAR
YULE

The words listed above are from a
familiar Christmas carol. Find and circle
all of the words hidden in the grid.The
remaining letters spell the name
of the Christmas Carol.

Word Search

Word search courtesy of puzzles.ca

37- “... ___ the cows
come home”
38- Dash lengths
39- Directional ending
40- Free
41- Hydrocarbon suffix
42- Son
43- Glass cabinet
45- Darlin’
46- ___ Moines
47- 3:00
48- Mineral used as a
gem
51- Madrid Mrs.
52- Green _____ is the
place to be
53- Set forth one’s
opinion
56- Dispatched
57- Chair part
58- Inflammation of
the ear
62- Stringed instrument
63- Teachers’ org.
64- Gambling state

• • • • • • • • Horoscopes • • •

Across
1- Beast
7- Exclamation of
surprise
10- Duration
14- Rogue
15- Baseball stat
16- “Rule Britannia”
composer
17- One-fifth of the
atmosphere
18- Involuntary
muscular
contraction
19- Locale
20- Vicinity
23- Porridge
26- Wreath of flowers
27- Merits
28- Litter’s littlest
29- ___ es Salaam
30- Layer
31- Curtain calls
33- Actress Charlotte
34- Buddy

65- Latin love
66- Connections
67- Views
Down
1- Mil. address
2- Put the kibosh on
3- Very cold
4- Electric generator
5- Staggering
6- Burt’s ex
7- Castrated male sheep
8- Small antelope
9- Baylor’s city
10- Walk nonchalantly
11- Earlier
12- Composer Bruckner
13- Food and water
21- Like expressionless
eyes
22- Give in
23- Actress Scacchi
24- Argument
25- Sam, e.g.
29- Fiend

30- Seine spot
32- Mexican scarf
33- Uncover
34- Wild rose
35- Wash lightly
36- “Awake and Sing!”
playwright
44- Accept delivery of
45- Madman at the tea
party
46- Stage plays
48- Unit of magnetic
induction
49- Music hall
50- Mottled mount
51- Femme fatale
52- Indian of Mexico
54- Hindu princess
55- Charged particles
59- Convert into leather
60- Chemical ending
61- Airline to Oslo

Aries - March 21 to April 20 - Your loved one might be upset
because you spent too much on unnecessary items. Keep your temper.
Avoid getting into controversies with a lady in your circle. You may want
to pay more attention to family and your loved one.
Taurus - April 21 to May 20 - You might be involved in a scandal at
work because of the gossip spread by one of your colleagues. You’d better
keep your temper. The misunderstandings will soon be cleared, but hurt
feelings may never be forgotten.
Gemini - May 21 to June 21 - Avoid driving today. You run the risk
of getting involved in a car accident. You may want to be more cautious
than usual. As for business, you are advised to take no chances and avoid
any speculation.
Cancer - June 22 to July 22 - In the morning you might be tense
because of current problems at work. You have a lot on your hands and
hardly any support. Make sure you don’t act or speak on impulse, which
you might regret later. In the afternoon you may learn about an aquaintance having been involved in a car accident.
Leo - July 23 to Aug. 22 - You might be involved in an argument
with your superior and act on impulse. You are advised to be more cautious. You need to rest more. A burnout is the last thing you want.
Virgo - Aug. 23 to Sept. 22 - In the morning you might learn that
you will soon have to leave on a business trip. Your loved one might feel
this is bad timing and get upset. You might even decide to delay the trip.
Dedicating yourself completely to business is not always a good idea.
Libra - Sept. 23 to Oct. 23 - An argument with your superiors
might lead to the cancellation of a business trip you were supposed to
make soon. You may feel quite tense because you are tired. You are advised to avoid controversies which could be detrimental to your health.
Scorpio - Oct. 24 to Nov. 22 - You may feel frustrated because of
the misunderstandings with a business partner. You have good chances
of reaching common ground. You may want to consider an older man’s
advice. Pay more attention to your loved one’s needs
Sagittarius - Nov. 23 to Dec. 21 - Unexpected events may make
you fall behind schedule. You should not have great expectations from
a new business project, for you could end up being disappointed. You’d
better postpone any major decision until tomorrow.
Capricorn - Dec. 22 to Jan. 20 - You will initiate an activity that
will prove to be successful and profitable. It’s in your best interest to control your criticism toward people in your circle. Try to be more flexible
when talking to workmates and your loved one.
Aquarius - Jan. 21 to Feb. 19 - An older relative has promised to
lend you a sum of money, but now he or she may be unable to keep the
promise. It’s no use to remonstrate. You are advised to be more understanding. Today you can rely on intuition.
Pisces - Feb. 20 to March 20 - Your efforts are finally apreciated by
superiors. The tension around is giving you a hard time in society. You are
advised to avoid meetings and parties, as well as driving.
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Editorial: UMaine
could solve IT
training issues
The Issue: The lack of training in
Maine’s IT workforce
What We Think: There are serious
implications, and UMaine can help
It’s no secret that Maine’s economy is in
bad shape. We don’t have the Information
Technologies infrastructure to attract
many next generation companies, and
most of our consumers’ dollars goes
elsewhere to corporations like Wal-Mart
and McDonald’s.
Before infastructure improvements
are feasible, though, our burgeoning IT
workforce needs equipping (see “Report
finds demand for training in newest IT
innovations in Maine,” Page A1).
There are two ways that UMaine could
help correct this deficiency and further
develop the IT industry in its home state.
First, they should create opportunities for
current professionals to attend lectures and
receive training in emerging technologies
– keeping them on the cutting edge of
these rapidly changing fields.
Second, programs related to IT – such
as computer science and new media
– should encourage more students to
stay here after graduation. It is good
that they are being trained for anywhere,
maximizing their job opportunities, but a
more concerted effort to prepare students
for challenges here and connect them to
blossoming in-state businesses would go a
long way toward solving our state’s brain
drain and economic woes.

Readers Speak:
Best of Web comments

RE: Copenhagen climate treaty
will create ‘world government’

Bravo to Mr. Zappala! The so-called science of climate change is shaky and subject
to corruption as proven by the news of recently acquired scientist e-mails and deliberately discarded data. The planet’s climate
has changed since its creation, before and
after man and industry. Implementing Cap
and Trade or giving up our nation’s sovereignity will have little effect on it. Americans for Prosperity is protesting the treaty at
Copenhagen via their Hot Air Tour. You can
watch the protest Dec 9 on their Web site,
americansforprosperity.org
— JDavies

RE: Editorial: Bike theft plagues
Orono Campus

This really is a bummer. I had mine stolen, and was lucky enough to get it back —
sans seat, but mostly intact. I would encourage everyone to register your bike’s serial
number with Public Safety. It makes them
much easier to track.
— Ryan Page

Columnist
wanted!
The opinion section is looking for a
columnist for the spring 2010 semester.
Submit your résumé and cover letter to
opinion@mainecampus.com by midnight Dec. 19 if interested.
Columnists are responsible for one
opinion column each week. This is a
paid position.

Apathy preferable to ill-conceived protest
With two unpopular invasions and an ultrapolarized political climate, you would think
college students would be up in arms more than
ever. But in recent years, students have become
more likely to congregate around an Xbox than
an important political issue.
There have been pathetically few students
protests recently, other than incidents at New
York University and Colby College — and the
occupation at NYU can hardly count.
It was initially heartening to hear that a
group of NYU students were protesting some
of their administration’s policies in February,
but in the end it only confirmed one thing —
kids nowadays can’t protest.
Members of a radical group calling itself
Take Back NYU (TBNYU) barricaded themselves inside one of NYU’s buildings, refusing
entry to police and negotiating for a hearing of
their lengthy and naïve list of demands. In the
end, nothing was accomplished, save a few arrests and newspaper articles.
The occupation began peacefully, or at least
as peacefully as an occupation can be. As the
protest continued, though – eventually reaching 36 hours – the students became more violent, breaking a deadbolt lock to gain access to
more rooms and rushing police officers, resulting in minor injuries. The protesters began to
demand more, including that workers whose
jobs were disrupted by the occupation be compensated and that the university provide food
for them – vegan, no less.
Outside the building, the situation became
even more bizarre, though less violent, and included — no college protest would be complete
without them — topless girls holding signs
bearing the slogan “Exposure till disclosure.”
To be honest, the entire farce came off as a
publicity stunt — an accusation I’m sure would
anger the protesters. But consider TBNYU’s
demands. The largest were that the school establish scholarships for 13 Palestinian students
and aid the University of Gaza, establish tuition
stabilization not to exceed inflation, meet 100
percent of student financial needs, and allow

William P. Davis
Editor in Chief

student workers to create unions.
But the students didn’t stop there. They also
insisted that NYU release its budget to the public, that students retain priority when reserving
space in buildings owned by NYU, and that the
main library be opened to the public.
Violence in the Gaza Strip, unions and the
cost of higher education — all are topics worthy of debate at the collegiate level. But to
lump the three together undermines the seriousness of each, and by combining them with
less important issues — say, access to the li-

couldn’t have been met through serious and
reasoned debate. You can’t tell me a letter to
the university president or student body president couldn’t have afforded students priority
access to room reservations.
I would love UMaine students to be passionate enough on an issue to barricade themselves in a building. It would be nice to see my
peers take control of their future. Any sign of
interest in, well, anything would be welcome.
But protestors must have a good grasp on the
subject they’re drawing attention to instead of
just being a mindless mass spurred by the likes
of Glenn Beck, such as at this year’s “9/12
March.”
Pick fights, but also pick your battles —
don’t waste energy on situations that won’t
change. The protests at Kent State during the
Vietnam War had a profound impact on public
perception of the administration and its objective, proving students aren’t powerless. I doubt
TBNYU’s protest would have had any effect
even if all the students had died in action.
I’m no stranger to action, and you shouldn’t

TBNYU’s protest sounds more like a bunch of kids got drunk and
did something stupid, instead of well-intentioned academics seeking
to challenge authority and invoke discussion. The protesters went
about it the entirely wrong way — starting with aggressive action
followed by an unrealistic and scattered list of demands.
brary — there was never a chance the students
would be taken seriously.
It sounds more like a bunch of kids got
drunk and did something stupid, instead of
well-intentioned academics seeking to challenge authority and invoke discussion. The
protesters went about it the entirely wrong way
— starting with aggressive action followed by
an unrealistic and scattered list of demands.
It’s hard to imagine many of the demands

be either. In fact, if you want to protest on campus, I will personally pay for whatever materials you need to make it happen — from posterboard to bolt cutters — as long as you have a
grasp on the subject at hand and a valid end
game for making your voice count. Otherwise,
you might as well keep spending quality time
with your video games.
William P. Davis is editor in chief for The
Maine Campus.
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Sebelius: Swine flu vaccine key Need for celebrity
to a healthy, happy holiday
gossip drives
paparazzi too far
As you head
toward finals and the
holidays, there’s an
important step you
should take to stay
healthy: Get the H1N1
flu vaccine.

Kathleen Sebelius
This year’s flu season is the worst in many years,
and young adults have been especially hard hit by the
swine flu. People 25 years old and younger are the most
likely to contract H1N1 and to get so sick they need to
be hospitalized. This group is also the least likely to get
a flu shot.
I urge you to take H1N1 flu seriously, not just as
the secretary of the Department of Health and Human
Services but also as a mother of two sons who, not long
ago, were sitting exactly where you are today.
It’s easy to believe the flu is something only the
very old or the very young need to worry about, that
catching the flu is no big deal. But no flu should ever
be dismissed as “just the flu.” The regular seasonal flu
is responsible for 36,000 deaths every year — mainly
people over 65. But H1N1 primarily hits the young.
And even though most cases are mild, some can be quite
severe. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) estimates about 540 children and teenagers have
died from H1N1 since April, and we are only at the
beginning of the official flu season. Some of them were
perfectly healthy when they caught the flu.
So what can you do to protect yourself and people
around you from the flu?
Get vaccinated. It’s the most effective way to
prevent the flu. The swine flu vaccine is made the same
way as the seasonal flu vaccine, which has a decadeslong safety track record, and it’s undergone more testing

than other flu vaccines.
If you’re someone with a debilitating health
condition, the CDC says you should get vaccinated as
soon as your community has vaccine available. Other
groups at high risk for serious complications include
young children and pregnant women. People who care
for babies less than 6 months old, health care workers
and emergency medical personnel should go to the head
of the vaccination line.
In addition, many people do not realize that simply
being younger than 25 puts you in a priority group to
receive the vaccine. So look into getting vaccinated at
school or when you go home for the holidays.
Stay home when you’re sick. If you do get the flu,
don’t go out, and don’t invite visitors in. If you live on
campus but your home is not far away, consider going
home until you’re well to avoid spreading the flu. If you
live too far, check to see if your college has alternate
housing for ill students.
Seek medical attention immediately if you have
diabetes, asthma or some other medical condition and
notice flu-like symptoms.
Make it part of your daily routine to keep the
flu from spreading. Keep doing the simple things
everyone does to keep germs in check: Wash your
hands, cough and sneeze into your sleeve — not
your hands — and disinfect surfaces like computer
keyboards and countertops.
Go to flu.gov. Check out our self-evaluation link
to help you understand if your symptoms are really
serious. There’s a locater for where flu vaccine will
be available in your community, tips on prevention,
videos that give you critical information on swine flu,
and even a section to help you know how to tell a flu
fact from a myth on the Internet.
No one knows whether this wave of H1N1 will get
worse, taper off, or be followed by another wave later in
the season. But we do know that preventing the flu depends
on all of us, and everyone will be safer if each one of us is
serious about preventing and fighting swine flu.
Kathleen Sebelius is secretary of the Department of
Health and Human Services.

Afghanistan troop surge shows
president’s propensity for war
The decision to send
30,000 more troops
to Afghanistan only
proves that Obama
is as much of a
military president
as his predecessor.

Adam Marletta
While President Barack Obama’s recent announcement
that he will send 30,000 additional troops to Afghanistan
to escalate the conflict comes as little surprise to most
Americans — Obama campaigned on promises to
continue Bush’s Afghanistan war — it is nonetheless
deeply troubling.
Only a year into his term, the “hope” and “change”
president is already offering us more misguided war
for empire, while Americans at home struggle to secure
jobs and savings in the worst economic crisis since the
Great Depression. Between U.S. involvement in Iraq
— a war which is far from over — and now the renewed
commitment in Afghanistan, America’s imperial projects
appear to be on the brink of collapse. Afghanistan, many
speculate, could prove the overzealous reach that seals
the deal.
I fear Obama is gravely mistaken if he believes U.S.
forces can secure lasting peace in Afghanistan. Indeed, the
country is known as the “Graveyard of Empires” for good
reason — just ask the British and the Soviets.
Former military analyst-turned-whistleblower Daniel
Ellsberg, in a recent interview with the Web-based Real
News Network, compared the war in Afghanistan to that
other nebulous, ill-conceived battlefield, Vietnam.
“No victory lies ahead in Afghanistan,” Ellsberg
concedes. “American troops, short of hundreds of
thousands, will not achieve anything that can be called
success in Afghanistan.”
Andrew J. Bacevich makes similar connections to
Vietnam in a recent essay in Harper’s Magazine. Bacevich
writes: “Among Democrats and Republicans alike ...
Afghanistan’s importance is simply assumed — much
the way 50 years ago otherwise intelligent people simply

assumed that the United States had a vital interest in
ensuring the survival of South Vietnam. Today, as then, the
assumption does not stand up to even casual scrutiny.”
Yet, logistics aside, Obama’s troop surge carries with it
a moral consideration. Military escalation in Afghanistan
will likely only further inflame anti-American sentiment
throughout the nation and the Middle East and act as a
recruitment tool for future members of al-Qaeda. The
nine-year-long war in Afghanistan has already claimed the
lives of 916 U.S. soldiers, along with thousands of Afghan
civilians. The U.N. Assistance Mission in Afghanistan
recorded 1,013 overall Afghan civilian deaths from Jan.
1 to June 30.
Rep. Dennis Kucinich, D-Ohio, in a recent appearance
on “Democracy Now,” summed up the situation when he
claimed the Afghan people “do not want to be saved by us.
They want to be saved from us.”
Kucinich went on to question where the Obama
administration expects to obtain the money necessary to
fund the continued fighting in Afghanistan. “We have
money for Wall Street and money for war,” he pointed
out to host Amy Goodman. “But we don’t have money
for work, for health care. All these things are happening
in our country and we’re acting like a modern day
version of the Roman Empire, reaching for empire while
inside we rot.” Indeed, Kucinich’s sentiments echo those
of Dr. Martin Luther King, who proclaimed, “A nation
that continues year after year to spend more money on
military defense than on programs of social uplift is
approaching spiritual death.”
No good will come of this decision. While I was often
criticized by fellow liberals throughout the presidential
campaign for suggesting Obama is just as militant as
John McCain, Tuesday’s address seems to validate my
claims. Obama may present himself as a kinder, gentler
machine-gun president, but he is a machine-gun president
nonetheless. And he can no longer foist the Afghanistan
War back onto the Bush administration, claiming it to be
another inherited disaster. Obama now owns the conflict.
The question is what will those of us opposed to these wars
of aggression do about them? Perhaps now, after months
of inactivity, the long-dormant anti-war movement can
once again rise up to demand real, progressive policies that
support the people — not the divisive forces of war, greed
and empire.
Adam Marletta is a graduate communication and
journalism student who always has time for activism.

Michael
Shepherd
Columnist
The admitted moral transgressions of arguably the world’s most
famous athlete, Tiger Woods, have
been the top news story for more
than a week now after a minor car
crash outside of his mansion in Jupiter Island, Fla., on Nov. 27.
The crash fanned allegations
made two days earlier in the National Enquirer that Woods was
having an affair with cocktail waitress Rachel Uchitel. Since then,
two more women have come forward alleging they also were mistresses of Woods.

Our enormous
supply of celebrity
news can be blamed on
only one party — the
overzealous, perversely
curious consumer.
Take this commentary in an online article entitled “Tiger and his
pussycats” from the Enquirer on
whether his wife, Elin Nordegren,
will decide to split: “In fact, all nups
may be off as more and more alleged lovers begin peering out of the
greens like so many ‘Caddyshack’
gophers. … It’s only a matter of
time before the first alleged love
child reports begin circulating.”
Journalism at its finest, surely.
But let’s not blame the Enquirer
for its reporting — somebody obviously likes it. After all, the supermarket tabloid circulated 1,033,271
papers in 2007, according to the
Magazine Publishers of America.
People magazine, America’s most
popular celebrity magazine, circulated 3,676,499 that same year.
They are making bank, which leads
to ridiculous bidding wars over
trivial celebrity artifacts.
People magazine paid a reported
$4.1 million in 2006 for the rights
to the first baby photos of Shiloh
Jolie-Pitt, the daughter of actress
Angelina Jolie and actor Brad Pitt.
But, it paid off. According to Variety, over 26.5 million browsers
checked out People’s Web site the
day the photos were posted — a
single-day Web traffic record. The
magazine was also right on top of
Pitt and Jolie’s 2008 spawning of

twins, which nabbed the couple a
cool $14 million, a fee split evenly
between People and Britain’s Hello! magazine, according to NBC.
People hasn’t just doled out
money for A-listers, either. They
paid a reported sum of “hundreds
of thousands of dollars” for pictures of ABC’s “Desperate Housewives” actress Marcia Cross’ wedding, according to Variety.
How can these companies afford to pay these outrageous sums
of money for “scoops” that serve
as mere items of public curiosity?
The answer is simple: us. Blogger Perez Hilton and Gawker.com
mercilessly ridicule celebrities.
TMZ, a celebrity gossip Web site,
stalks everyone they can. TV stations like E! Entertainment Television and MTV base their existence
off the mundane lives of many celebrities.
Do celebrities’ triumphs intrigue
us? More importantly, do we take
pleasure in their downfalls? Does
it secretly make us happy that these
people with money, talent and fame
have personal problems too?
In many cases, yes, yes and
yes.
Tiger Woods has money, talent
and fame, and he had a squeakyclean image before this incident.
Did the media cover it more because he was previously untarnished? Of course.
British paparazzo Jason Fraser
reportedly made more than $1.5
million for pictures of Diana, princess of Wales, kissing companion
Dodi Fayed. The princess had long
been the most photographed woman in the world, from her marriage
to and divorce from Prince Charles
to her humanitarian work and personal life.
On Aug. 31, 1997, Princess Diana was on the run with Fayed,
riding in a Mercedes-Benz through
Paris. Their driver was instructed
to avoid paparazzi trailing behind.
The driver, traveling at speeds of
more than 60 mph, lost control
and smashed into an underpass.
All three were killed — because of
pictures.
Yes, public figures do consent
themselves to some public ridicule
by nature of their business. But
these intrusions have simply gone
too far.
Our purveyance of celebrity
news can only be blamed on one
party — the overzealous, perversely curious consumer. The media has supplied it in an enormous
quality and we have bought right
in. The end result is that people
like Woods and his wife must mend
problems with constant criticism
and speculation dogging them, just
like Princess Diana.
Michael Shepherd is a sophomore
journalism student.

Love us? Hate us?
Write us.
Letters to the editor should be 300 words, concise and clearly
written. If applicable, include your academic year. Send all submissions
to opinion@mainecampus.com. Submissions may be edited for
length, clarity and style. Anonymous letters will not be published.
Opinion pieces should be roughly 650 words and clearly written.
Include your name, year and major. Submissions should be in .doc
format. Send all opinion pieces to opinion@mainecampus.com.

Thumbs up / Thumbs down
Snow days Snow
Doughnut holes Manholes
Christmas Christmas music
Thai food TIE fighters
Winter break Final exams
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Beer before
liquor, but
the sauce hits
you quicker

L

iquor and I have a fragile

relationship. Some of my
favorite drinks are liquorbased, but so are some of my
least favorite. This doesn’t appear
to be uncommon. If you give me
a bad, cheap beer, I may not be
pleased, but neither will I have
a significant chance of vomiting
— which is what would happen if
the drink were Captain Morgan’s.
Part of the problem, this violent aversion, has to do with the
fact that liquor is simply stronger
than beer, an
intrinsic quality that cannot
be changed.
I’m not Alton
Brown, so I
don’t have
any cool,
pseudoscientific
anecdotes to
Beer Police
support this,
but I would Andrew Catalina
assert that the
relationship
between concentration of alcohol
and amount used is not linear.
Stated another way, any given
mixed drink is likely to be stronger than any given beer of the
same volume, as most will not
dilute the liquor down to levels
comparable to beer. The conventional wisdom of “one mixed
drink equals one shot equals one
beer” in terms of alcohol content
simply does not hold up.
To make things worse, it
seems clear that shots, mixed
drinks and beer are not consumed
in similar ways. Again, relying on
conventional drinking wisdom,
the average person can metabolize one drink per hour, anything
more and you’re drunk — whatever that subjective, arbitrary
measure means. When was the
last time you saw someone at a
bar take a shot and chill for an
hour waiting to take another? It’s
probably much more common to
see someone taking it easy with
beer.
So what happens when you
drink faster than your body can
process? The excess collects in
your system and, given sufficient
buildup, is expelled from your
body as a toxin. Orally. When
we are young drinkers, whose
boundaries are not finely honed,
this occurs more frequently.
Another problem of youth is
the reliance on others to obtain
alcohol, and as someone with
undeveloped tastes, you are more
likely to relinquish your choice
to your buyer, who probably has
brand loyalties and very specific
tastes of their own.
Thus you encounter my problem: You’ve had so many terrible,
sickly nights on a specific type of
liquor that its scent alone makes
you want to vomit. This almost
never happens with beer, because
it is not normally consumed
tremendously faster than it can
be processed. It can happen,
however, if the beer in question is
designed to be consumed in large
quantity, such as malt liquor.
There is no good solution to
the problem, no way to get young
drinkers to see the error in their
ways so their future selves may
not incur this vomiting reflex.
Traditional, DARE-style alcohol
education works about as well
as abstinence-only sex education: that is, not at all. Nor does
encouraging drinkers to consume
responsibly or in moderation.
Boundaries really must be
acquired by experience to be
effective.
After the fact, however, your
body can be conditioned to react
differently. Although I avoided
rum for years, I recently consumed it in a Dark and Stormy
without knowing it was an ingredient. The drink is now one of my
favorites, and I’ve started exploring rum again in a guarded way.
The trick to maximizing pleasure
— and that’s really the point of
drinking: not to avoid alcohol you
hate, but to ask yourself why you
do and try to find a new way to
experience it.
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It’s time to get potty trained
A look at UMaine’s best and worst in public bodily waste receptacles
By Kegan Zema

Monday, Dec. 7

Style Editor

INT 289: A Celebration
of Darwin
130 Little Hall
9:30 to 10:30 a.m.

Everyone would prefer to get rid
of their bodily waste in the privacy
and comfort of their own home, but
the simple reality is that we must
occasionally use public toilets. The
University of Maine’s sprawling
campus presents us with a multitude of options to take care of that
necessity, but let’s be honest — not
all bathrooms are created equal.
Most bathrooms at UMaine are
passable. Some might smell bad,
others might be a little crowded,
but most still afford a pleasant
experience, whether it’s No. 1 or
No. 2. Yet some stand out from
the crowd, the coveted palaces for
poop and pee that are sought out
by hundreds each day. These bathrooms represent the best of the best
in comfort, privacy, cleanliness and
environmental technology.
Conversely, there are those
bathrooms that are unbearable
— the rancid, grimy pits of despair that are avoided at all costs.
These disgusting places are barely
a step above outhouses and often,
no matter how many times they are
“cleaned,” still remain horrendous.
When reading this analysis,
there are a few things that one
must keep in mind. First, this examination includes a slight gender bias, however females were
consulted and their input valued
and included. While there is some
specific mention of urinals in this
piece, it should be duly noted that
more often than not, the quality of
the women’s bathroom is directly
comparable to that of the men’s.
Secondly, residence halls were
specifically not included for two
reasons: They are not technically
See Bathrooms on B3

The Lidral Duo
Union Central
Memorial Union
4:15 to 5 p.m.
Minerva’s Machine: Film
on Women in Computing
120 Neville Hall
5:30 to 7:30 p.m.
Underdog Showcase
Pavillion Theater
6 to 10 p.m.
Campus Activities: Karaoke
DTAV Complex
8 p.m.

Wednesday, Dec. 9
INT 289: A Celebration
of Darwin
130 Little Hall
8:35 to 9:50 a.m.

Kegan Zema • Style Editor

The urinals in Hilltop Commons combine privacy, a sleek design and environmental friendliness to create a superior bathroom experience.

Weaving together a tradition Lloyd Banks
Demonstation celebrates Wabanaki crafts, culture and confidence
By Kegan Zema
Style Editor

The low, pulsating beat of
a drum accompanied by tribal
melodies reverberated throughout
the Collins Center for the Arts.
Purveyors of baskets, paintings,
carvings and metallurgy lined the
walls in this celebration of Wabanaki art, heritage and culture.
The 2009 Annual Indian Basketmakers Sale and Demonstration took place Saturday in the
Hudson Museum. The event
showcased crafts from the Penobscot, Micmacs, Maliseet and Passamaquoddy tribes.
The festive event was a commemoration of honor and pride in
one’s heritage. Some wore elaborate traditional outfits; others were
dressed more plainly but showed
just as much pride in their simple
mannerisms. As tribe members
danced around the drumming circle, they seemed to weave a path
through history.
Associate director of the Wabanaki Center John Bear Mitchell
was master of ceremonies at the
event, making sure everything ran
smoothly.

go!

“[The event] is an extension
for bringing an ancient people of
Maine into the modern times and
to be able to highlight that in an
educational way,” Mitchell said.
“At the same time, many of the
basketmakers are earning their
living of these crafts, off this art.”
Mitchell worked closely with
the event’s organizers, Gretchen
Faulkner of the Hudson Museum

“My parents made baskets, my grandparents
made baskets and I just
got interested. Ever since
then I haven’t stopped
making baskets.”
Peter Neptune
Indian Basketmaker
and Teresa Hoffman, director of
the Maine Indian Basketmakers
Alliance. Native and non-Native
students helped out throughout
the day as well.
Mitchell was excited about
the event’s move into the CCA.

The event has been held in the
UMaine Student Recreation and
Fitness Center for the past two
years, which caused problems.
“[The Rec Center] is a great
venue, but it’s very hard to hear
in there,” Mitchell said. “We were
in the indoor hockey arena, and
it was just like being in a really
echoey cave.”
The other advantage of the
Hudson Museum was having a
strictly attentive audience, according to Mitchell. Instead of having
gym-goers milling about as well,
the only people at the demonstration were there for the event.
Family played an important
role, as members of all generations gathered at the event.
Ken Hamilton of Cornith,
whose wife is a basketmaker,
started coming to the event years
ago. He makes reproductions of
17th and 18th century trade goods
and was welcomed to join the
event to sell his craft, even though
he was a non-Native.
“I’m trying to make regionalstyle trade silver, or treaty silver,”
Hamilton said.
See Baskets on B2

Kegan Zema • Style Editor

The 2009 Annual Indian Basketmakers Sale and Demonstration took place Saturday in the Hudson
Museum featuring baskets made by the Wabanki tribes.

‘On Fire’ at
103 in Orono
By Bethany Lozada
For The Maine Campus

Rapper Lloyd Banks gave a
riveting performance Saturday
night at the 103 Ultra Lounge
in Orono.
An energetic line of anxious
concert attendees stood outside
just before 9 p.m. Roughly
two hours passed while dance
music played as G-Unit fans
poured into the club before
any performers took the stage.
103 continued to fill up until it
reached capacity of just over
420 people in the building by
11 p.m.
Opening acts came from
all along the East Coast and
exhibited their skills with new
beats and fresh hip-hop lyrics.
Performers MassMovement,
full of magnetic energy, were
the first to demonstrate their
talent to the audience.
Another artist called Bogus
Trizzy soon took the stage and
performed songs off his album,
such as “Wake Up” and “I Saw
Your Plan.” Judging by the increasing dull atmosphere in the
club and a sea of vacant expressions, the audience didn’t enjoy
this performer’s music.
Fans were questioning the
arrival of Banks as the night
wore on. It wasn’t until just
after 1 a.m. that Banks graced
the stage along with Affiliate of
A Disturbing New Trend.
Despite the late appearance,
the audience was not the leastbit disenchanted. They became
instantly ecstatic, running
toward the stage to get closer
view of the rap star.
Banks, best known as an
original member of G-Unit,
performed songs from his debut
album “The Hunger for More”
and new songs from A Disturbing New Trend.
The rapper interacted with
the crowd during interlude of
songs.
“What up, everyone? We’re
See Banks on B3

The Coat Hanger Project
Film and Discussion
Bangor Room
Memorial Union
12:15 to 1:30 p.m.
History of Computing:
A Lecture by Dr. George
Markowsky
100 Neville Hall
5:30 to 7:30 p.m.
Late Night with Mike
and Mike Finale
On-Air WMEB 91.9 FM or
online at wmeb.fm
10 p.m. to midnight

Thursday, Dec. 10
COS 125: Introduction
to Problem Solving
Through Python Programming Exposition
Wells Commons, Room 3
11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Making Data Look Cool
Maynard F. Jordan Planetarium
Wingate Hall
7 to 8 p.m.
A Christmas Carol
Bangor Opera House,
Bangor
7 p.m.
$18
Dance Showcase
Hauck Auditorium
7:30 p.m.

Friday, Dec. 11
Go Blue Friday
Show your UMaine pride
Dance Showcase
Hauck Auditorium
7:30 p.m.

A more comprehensive list
of postings is available at
mainecampus.com/calendar.
To submit your event, invite
calendar@mainecampus.com
via iCal or Google Calendar.
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Seen...
Walking between classes

I got this good old flannellooking sweatshirt at H&M.
It’s a sweet store, I like
going there. You can put
outfits together and it’s
not too expensive. White
Ralph Lauren T-shirt —
white usually goes with
everything. I try to be up
with fashion and match all
the time. I just try to put
together good outfits, more
so than specific brands or
anything like that.

Kegan Zema • Style Editor

The University of Maine Symphonic Band gave its concert in the
Collins Center for the Arts on Thursday. Drastic dynamics and great
musicianship propeled their performance.

Symphonic band
displays prowess

L.L. Bean backpack
I got. I like to hike
and stuff.

Sweeping dynamics and technical skill
exhibited in all pieces performed Thursday
By Kegan Zema
Style Editor

Rocking the Lucky Brand
jeans. They’re pretty much
the sweatpants of jeans,
they’re really comfortable,
pretty fashionable.

These are the Nike Air
Champs. They’re really
not that old. They’re
made to look like that,
’90s.
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The University of Maine
Symphonic Band, directed by
Curvin Farnham, held its fall
semester performance Thursday,
in the Collins Center for the
Arts. Instruments shimmered in
the bright lights as more than 60
tuxedoed and gowned musicians
played a variety of music styles.
The band’s sound was clean
and refined. From the first piece
until their rousing encore rendition of “The Stein Song,” the
Symphonic Band played with
precision and class.
Graduate student trombonist
Steve Norris, who prefaced each
piece with just enough information to engage the listeners,
narrated the evening.
It was off to the circus with
composer Joseph J. Richards’
“Emblem of Unity March,” as
bouncy and carefree as a turn of
the century carnival.
To counter was the floating
“Watchman, Tell Us Of The
Night,” composed by Marck
Camphouse, an ethereal epic
that swelled and diminished for
what seemed to be an eternity.
The band’s dynamics were exceptional, going from a whisper
to an auditory assault seamlessly.
The band tackled an adaptation of the folk song “Cora
Is Gone,” arranged by Winterport, Maine composer Ben
Aldridge. Aldridge is the owner
of the Maine music publishing
company AWM and suitably
adapted the folk tune.
Farnham was a solid leader
and never missed an opportunity to thank the audience with
a gracious bow and smile. Energetic and lively, he knew just

Baskets
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He described how certain areas
had distinctive markings, which
he tries to replicate in his work.
Basketmaker Peter Neptune
of Perry has been making baskets
since he was 8 years old. He has
been attending the demonstration
since it began 14 years ago.
“My parents made baskets, my
grandparents made baskets and I
just got interested,” Neptune said.
“Ever since then I haven’t stopped
making baskets.”
The baskets are made with
sweet grass and ash splints through
a process called ash pounding.
Two particular weave styles are
called popcorn and the more intricate porcupine. Popcorn baskets
have little rings on the outside that
look similar to kernels of corn.

what he wanted out of the band
and elicited this with emphatic
gestures.
Guest conductors abounded
throughout the night. Assistant
directors Trevor Marcho and
Scott Burditt, and sports bands
director Christopher White all
led the band proficiently.
Bass trombone soloist Dan
Barrett, a nationally recognized performer, showcased his
virtuosity on “Tuba Concerto
Movement III,” composed by
Edward Gregson. The musical
banter between Barrett and the
band was lightning fast as they
traded staccato lines.
The University of Maine
Woodwind Quintet gave a great
performance during “Quintet
for Wind Intstruments, Op. 24,
No. 2,” composed by Paul Hindemith. Their dissonant lines
were abrasive, but beautiful,
creating an uncanny sound with
the five instruments. Its primary
melody resembled the “Imperial March,” composed by John
Williams for “Star Wars.”
The final two pieces were
particularly engaging. “Ride,”
composed by Samuel R. Hazo,
and “El Camino Real,” composed by Alfred Reed, were
both technically challenging
pieces that were exciting to listen to. “Ride” was aptly titled,
giving the audience the feeling
they were tied to the roof of a
car speeding down the road.
The Latin-infused “El Camino
Real,” or “King’s Highway” as
it is translated, was a fiesta with
more of the band’s great expression and dynamics.
After a standing ovation
from the audience, the band
played a rousing rendition of
“The Stein Song” to close the
night.
Porcupine baskets have pointy
edges running along the sides.
During the end of the event,
the Burnurwurbskek Singers gave
performance drumming, singing
and dancing. Crowd members
honored their roots by dancing
around the drumming circle.
Songs represented certain
themes, such as the “Micmac
Honor Song,” which was written in more recent times to bring
young members of the tribe back
to the drumming circle and away
from the dangers of drinking and
drugs, according to one of the
drummers.
Wabanaki, or “People of the
Dawn,” exited as the sun went
down.
Maddy Glover contributed to
this report.
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Bathrooms
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public bathrooms, and most
commonly they are disgusting; It is uncommon for a public toilet to be covered in puke
and have a beer can floating
in it.
That being said, please use
this list as a survival guide
for when you’ve got to go on
campus. Winter is upon us,
but it still might be worth it to
make the three-minute walk to
take care of business.

Worst Bathrooms:
The classic intolerable
bathroom smells horrible, is
dirty, cramped, dimly lit and
unbearably hot. There is a
multitude of this type of bathroom scattered throughout
campus, often in basements
and other forgotten areas that
just happen to be right across
from where you have class.
The bathroom in the basement of Dunn Hall is a prime
example. Once the Steam Plant
gets going, the heat pours into
that bathroom like a sauna.
Forget making your visit brief.
All coats must be stripped off
for fear of heat exhaustion before one can possibly attempt
any urination or bowel movement.
The heat combined with the
constantly acrid smell makes
for a double whammy of rank
and stank. The air is thick and
suffocating, and it smells as if
someone defecated on the radiator. The urinals have little
privacy barrier, the sinks spit
out warm water in all directions and there are often no
paper towels.
Bathrooms like this one
are scattered throughout many
classroom buildings, such as
Shibles Hall basement and the
first floor of Little Hall.
Another shining example of
a bathroom gone wrong is the
first floor women’s bathroom
in Fogler Library. One female
described it as walking into a
1940s boarding school bathroom. The stalls are wooden,
often with broken locks for no
privacy, and graffiti — though
often comical — covers many
surfaces.
Even the newest bathrooms
can be plagued with problems.
The multi-million dollar renovations to the Collins Center
for the Arts made the place
look beautiful but failed in the
men’s bathroom on the first
floor. It is a spacious, clean
bathroom, but when a show is
about to start and everyone is
trying to drain the lizard before the house lights go down,
it gets crowded. The line of
urinals are cramped, with one
forced into an awkward corner.
In order to utilize it, one must
maneuver dangerously close
to another urinating male.
If you find yourself faced
with one of these bathrooms,
try to plan your bodily functions ahead of time. A bad
bathroom experience can be
a dayruiner, even long after
you’ve flushed.

B3

CD: 50 Cent — ‘Before I Self-Destruct’
Rapper keeps it raw and disrespectful on his fourth album
By Marcus Desveaux
For The Maine Campus

Lloyd Banks showed up in
Orono on Saturday to promote
50 Cent’s new album, according to T.J. Jozefowicz, founder of Flophouse Records. On
“Before I Self-Destruct,” 50
Cent’s fourth studio album,
and his last one released on
“Interscope Records,” he
delivers his old “Get Rich Or
Die Tryin’” mentality.
50 Cent’s fans waited patiently for this album, because
it was supposed to come
out in 2008. The release of
“Curtis” pushed “B.I.S.D.’s”
release date back another
year. However, the anticipation was well deserved for 50
Cent’s fans.
In his own words, 50 Cent
describes this album as darker
than previous releases. With
songs sung in collaboration
with Eminem, Ne-Yo and

Governor, 50 Cent delivers
a different and indeed much
more aggressive album than
before. Tracks titled “Psycho,” “Death To My Enemies”
and “So Disrespectful” are
featured on “Before I Self Destruct” and are truly, to some
people, “So Disrespectful.” 50
Cent takes shots at his feuders
like Jay-Z and his old business partner, former G-Unit
member The Game.
In “So Disrespectful,” 50
Cent says, “Come on Game
you will never be my equal
/ Your homies shoot doors,
my n----s shoot people.” In
the same song, 50 Cent takes
a shot at his former partner
Young Buck, claiming he’s
“Mad ’cause the world won’t
treat him like Weezy.” 50
Cent also talks about Buck’s
deliberate drug use and prolific spending of money on
cocaine.
50 Cent’s wealth is also, as

expected, bragged about with
lines such as “Yeah, he used
to share that paper now he oh
so greedy” and “Got my son
on some fly s--- / now I gotta
buy s--- / Man I can’t even
flaunt s--- cause everybody
want s---.”
50 Cent’s street credibility
is also discussed, mainly in
the song titled “Psycho.” 50
Cent talks about how he is still
ruthless as ever, with a chorus
going: “You see, I’m a psycho,
a sicko, I’m crazy / I see, I got
my knife boy, I kill you, you
make me / They wanna see me
shot up, locked up and cage
me / I’ll come back bigger,
stronger and angry.” Threats
are made, along with verses
from Eminem, who talks about
Christopher Reeves, killing,
guns, Dr. Dre and the police.
This album shows raw
feeling that 50 Cent has been
holding in for almost a year. It
takes it to that next level with

Interscope Records
blatant threats and flaunts.
50 Cent makes the line for
people to cross. He is close to
climbing back up to the top of
the charts with at least three
of his songs, proving why he
is in the rap game to begin
with. Though his material is

unoriginal, his rhymes are
funny, hard and threatening.
He finds a way to weave them
all together and make great
albums. 50 Cent is hungry
and shows it with this recent
release.
Grade: B+

Movie Review: Old Dogs
Travolta, Williams and Green cannot
imbue epic cinematic disaster with life
By John Shannon

For The Maine Campus
Millions of years from
now, when humans have left
this planet for a better one
and left nothing behind but
our garbage, one imagines
that our great works of art
will be taken with us. Films
like “Old Dogs” will stay
behind, rotting in the massive
landfill. Aliens will come to
our former residence, exploring and poking through our
remains, trying to figure out
the type of society we were.
They will bring the DVD to
their spaceship and watch
with perplexed expressions
as John Travolta and Robin
Williams fight for camera
time and race to see who can
lose their dignity the fastest.
When it’s all over, there will
be silence and then, one little
alien will mutter, “Let’s just
go home.”
Simply put, there just
aren’t enough negative
adjectives available when
it comes to describing “Old
Dogs” — not enough suitable
to print, anyway. The film’s

concept is the typical dimea-dozen concept: Hot-shot
executives thrown into caring
for children they didn’t know
existed, and supposed hilarity
ensues as poop jokes abound
and lessons about the importance of family are learned.
The plot is threadbare, and
director Walt Becker seems to
have no idea what he’s doing.
The movie doesn’t just
lack comedic timing; it lacks
a sense of simple cinematic
pacing. The movie stumbles
all over the place, with no
beginning, middle or end to
most scenes. Just as something starts going, the film
cuts to another establishing
shot marking a new scene. It’s
as if the editor got drunk the
night before and accidentally
trashed a third of the dailies,
forcing him to work with the
remains.
The “comedy” at hand is a
failure across the board, often
going for cheap gags like nutshots, fart jokes and obvious,
easy punch lines. The saying
goes, “It’s funny because it’s
true,” and there isn’t a single
moment of truth here. These

Seth Green, John Travolta and Robin Williams star in Old Dogs.

characters and situations
are absurd. These characters
do and say things that don’t
make sense. At times I wondered if a twist was coming
and the “old dogs” would be
revealed as clinically insane.
“Lighten up,” you may say.
“It’s just a harmless family
comedy.” Well, imaginary
disgruntled reader, I argue
it isn’t harmless. The film’s
message is that the worst
thing you can possibly do is

Kegan Zema •
Style Editor

Best Bathrooms:

An unpleasant bathroom
experience can
ruin your day.
Seeking out
superior bathrooms, even
when they are
a short walk
away, can
make all the
difference.

There is no such thing as
a perfect bathroom, but some
at UMaine come close. Spaciousness, cleanliness and
comfort can go a long way in
creating a beautiful, carefree
experience out of what can
be an uncomfortable event for
some.
Some of these bathrooms
are hidden gems. The Laboratory for Surface Science &
Technology section of Barrows Hall first-floor bathroom, known mostly to only
science majors and professors,
is a diamond in the rough. Spacious and classy, it feels like
a private bathroom in an executive business building. The
off-white color scheme is gorgeous and even the smaller of
the two stalls is comfortable.
It’s a hotspot to seek out for a
between-classes rest stop.
There is a definite trend of
newly remodeled bathrooms
being the nicest. The new
Student Recreation and Fitness Center has great bathrooms attached to the locker
rooms. The men’s bathrooms
can sometimes get a little wet
and / or hairy with the proximity of the pool but remains a
smart choice.
The newly-built Wells and
Hilltop dining commons have
exceptional bathrooms that are
not only clean and comfortable but also environmentally
friendly. The no-flush urinals

are good for the environment
and fun to use. It always a fun
game to aim your stream at
the little bumblebee icon on
the Hilltop urinals and the no
flush design minimizes splatter very well.
But environmental-friendliness can be hazardous as
well. The Memorial Union
has a multitude of high-quality bathrooms, the largest concentration of anywhere. However, even the spacious and
relatively clean bathroom on
the bottom floor of the union
is hindered by its sinks. The
push-timed faucets turn hand
washing, a post-bathroom
must, into a next-to-impossible chore.
This examination is by no
means a definitive list — it
is merely a glimpse into the
wide world of bodily waste
receptacles at UMaine. Keep
your eyes peeled for your goto crapper — it may be found
in the most unlikely of places.
Next time nature calls, push
yourself to discover newfound
places to do your business.

Walt Disney Pictures

to strive for something. Instead of working for a living,
earning money and contributing to society, you should stay
home and play with your kids.
With your kid’s love and a
pocket full of dreams, everything you ever hoped for will
fall into your lap. I have news
for you: As wonderful as that
would be, it isn’t how it really
is. Dreams should be followed
through with work, and a joy
earned is much more power-

ful than a joy stumbled upon.
Any film proposing the opposite is harmful to the impressionable minds watching.
“Old Dogs” is inept in
every possible way; a movie
that makes me wish there was
a grade lower than an F to
give it. But that would require
some creativity, and I’d rather
not waste another moment
thinking about this pathetic
excuse for a movie.
Grade: F

Banks

Borque, concert attendee from
Castine. “My friends and I
were throwing elbows. Lloyd
was good but he showed up
late.”
Occasionally the roar of
the audience would drown
Banks out when he spoke, but
audiences could still hear him
informing his fans about how
he’s currently working on his
third album.
The rapper continued his
impressive performance with
another hit song, “On Fire.”
Drawing an end to the
rambunctious event, Banks
and A Disturbing New Trend
performed their last songs,
while not just showering the
audience with lyrical love, but
with actual water.
After performing the last
song and stripping himself of
his last shirt, the rapper suddenly dropped his mic, exited
the stage and swiftly disappeared into the back room of
the club.
Banks isn’t the only member
of G-unit to visit the town of
Orono. Former G-Unit member, Young Buck performed in
2007 at 103 Ultra Lounge.

from Page B1

in Maine,” shouted Banks. “If
you got the first G-Unit album,
put your hands up,” he said,
busting into 50 Cent’s hit song,
“What up Gangsta” from “Get
Rich or Die Tryin’.”
The performer continued to
chant as he went into the hit
song “I’m Still Fly.”
Audience members stood
shoulder-to-shoulder. Inebriated
women swooned and men tried
to climb on the sides of the
stage reaching out their hands
in attempt to touch the celebrity
on stage.
“The concert was really
great. It was just too small for
the performance. It’s like trying to put a shoe on that won’t
fit ... It just won’t work,” said
Crystal Gilman, concert attendee from Brewer, Maine.
Brawls instantly broke out
as the crowd went fanatical
when the rapper took off, one
layer-at-a-time, shirts he was
wearing throughout the performance.
“My favorite part was when
Lloyd Banks threw my buddy
his sweatshirt,” said Matthew

maine
campus
mail
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Even the Union’s clean and spacious bathrooms are set back by
their finicky sinks.

the campus in your inbox
breaking news alerts and e-mail editions at

mainecampus.com/register
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Tuesday, Dec. 8
Women’s Basketball
vs. Delaware in Orono
7 p.m.

Upcoming Games

Wednesday, Dec. 9
Men’s Basketball
vs. UMPI in Orono
(Memorial Gym)
7 p.m.

Friday, Dec. 11
Women’s Hockey
at Union in Schenectady, N.Y.
2 p.m.
Indoor Track and Field
Multi-Event meet with
New Hampshire in Orono
4:30 p.m.

The Maine Campus • Sports

U.S., England to meet in World Cup
Favorable draw improves Americans’ chances of advancing past group play
U.S. soccer fans have a
lot to be happy about following Friday’s FIFA World
Cup 2010
draw in
Cape Town,
South Africa.
The selection saw
the United
States in
Group C
Mario Moretto
along with
England,
Algeria and Slovenia — a
much more comfortable group
than 2006, which saw the
U.S. Men’s National Team
score only one goal against
dangerous sides from Ghana,
Czech Republic and eventual
champions Italy.
The United States will face
England first on June 12. This
will no doubt be the most
exciting match of the group
for fans stateside, thanks in
no small part to the happy
coincidence of L.A. Galaxy
teammates Landon Donovan and the English import

David Beckham facing each
other on the pitch for the first
time ever. The two teams last
played each other back in a
2008 friendly match at Wembley Stadium in London, when
England handily defeated the
U.S. 2-0.
Americans will undoubtedly be hoping for a first-place
finish in their group, which
would pit them against the
second-best team in Group D.
A second-place finish would
still allow the United States
to advance but will most
likely result in a tough match
against Germany, assuming
the Germans finish first in
their group.
The group closest in appearance to the “Group of
Death” soccer fans always
hope for is Group G, featuring Brazil, North Korea, Ivory
Coast and Portugal. Brazil is a
perpetual favorite, and North
Korea is more than likely
going to pack their bags after
the group stage, but at least
one top-quality team will be
taken out. Like Donovan and

Beckham in Group C, Chelsea
F.C. teammates Didier Drogba
and Ricardo Carvalho will face
one another when Ivory Coast
meets Portugal June 15.
In Group A, host team
South Africa will most likely
get knocked out in the group
stage, but after that, it’s all up
in the air. France, who made it
into the World Cup last week
after a handball from Thierry
Henry led to a 1-0 victory
over Ireland, will most likely
finish first in the group, but
Mexico vs. Uruguay will be
the most interesting match.
Group B is comprised of
Argentina, Nigeria, South
Korea and Greece. Diego
Maradona’s men should
emerge victorious, with the
stiffest competition probably
coming from Greece. Argentina is a team of amazing talent
and should be a joy to watch,
even if they lose — if for no
other reason than the one-man
show that is Lionel Messi.
Germany will most likely
top Group D, but the match
to watch will be the June 23

fixture of Serbia and Australia,
ranked 20 and 21 respectively
on FIFA’s most recent Top 25
rankings list.
In Group E, Netherlands
more than likely has a pass but
should look out for Cameroon,
who finished second in this
year’s African Cup of Nations
and fields a talented team of
players with experience at
the top-level in Europe, most
notably forward Samuel Eto’o
and Alexandre Song.
Current World Cup champs
Italy will get a pass from
Group F with weak competition from Paraguay, New Zealand and Slovakia. The Italians
may meet Cameroon in the
Round of 32, or less likely,
Netherlands.
The top-ranked team in the
world, and Euro 2008 champs
Spain tops Group H. The game
to watch will be Chile vs.
Switzerland June 21 — another matchup of teams separated
by only one space in FIFA’s
Top 25 with Chile ranked 17th
and Switzerland coming in at
18th.

Saturday, Dec. 12
Women’s Basketball
at Quinnipiac in
Hamden, Conn.
12 p.m.
Indoor Track and Field
Multi-Event meet with
New Hampshire in Orono
4:30 p.m.
Swimming and Diving
vs. Bates College in Orono
1 p.m.
Women’s Hockey
at Union in Schenctady, N.Y.
2 p.m.
Men’s Hockey
vs. Northeastern in Orono
7 p.m.

Sunday, Dec. 13
Men’s Basketball
vs. Kennesaw State in Orono
1 p.m.

Seth Poplaski • The Maine Campus

Jenna Ouellette (left) fights for the puck up against the boards with a Vermont player over the weekend. Ouellette assisted on all four
goals in Friday afternoon’s 4-1 win and scored the only goal of the game in Saturday’s 1-0 victory.

Hockey
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defenders before stuffing his
ninth goal of the season between Beaudry and the right
post.
Nyquist found the back of
the net less than three minutes later when Flynn saw him
streaking through the slot on
a 3-on-2 short-ice rush after
an offensive-zone turnover.
UMaine junior center Tanner
House also factored in the tictac-toe passing sequence.
The hats rained down from
the Alfond’s student section balcony after what was

thought to be a third goal by
Nyquist early in the third period, but the goal was waived
off after review as it was ruled
the puck went in off Nyquist’s
skate.
UMaine freshman center
Matt Mangene added an empty-net goal with 41.6 seconds
left in the game on an offering from the Black Bears’ own
zone. It was Mangene’s first
career goal.
Darling stopped 21 of the
22 shots he faced. Beaudry
made 27 saves in the loss.
UMaine’s penalty kill limited Providence to just 10
shots in eight power plays.
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No. 7 Orange wallop
Bears at Carrier Dome

WVU hands women’s team 88-32 loss
Men’s Basketball

The University of Maine
men’s basketball team dropped
a 101-55 decision Saturday
night to No. 7 Syracuse at the
Carrier Dome in Syracuse,
N.Y.
UMaine falls to 3-4 on the
season, while Syracuse of the
Big East remains undefeated
at 8-0.
The Black Bears were led
by Gerald McLemore who
scored a game-high 21 points.
He was named the America
East Player of the Game for
his efforts.
The Orange shot a scorching 65 percent from the field
and led 60-12 at the half before UMaine outscored them
in the second half 43-41.
The Big East runners-up last
year were led by Arinze Onuaku who had 14 points, seven
rebounds and three blocks.
The Orange had six players
score in double figures.
On Thursday night, the
Black Bears defeated Colgate
University 76-66.
The Black Bears fell behind
early and were down for most
of the game until Terrance
Mitchell went on a stretch,
scoring eight of 10 Black Bear
points to put UMaine up 55-51
with eight minutes left.
UMaine increased their lead
and held onto the victory over
the Raiders.
Sean McNally had 20 points
and nine rebounds, while Terrance Mitchell had a game-

Column
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I know that this year’s Thanksgiving football schedule, which
featured perennial pushovers Detroit and Oakland, would have
taken a back seat to “A Charlie
Brown Thanksgiving” if I didn’t
have Aaron Rodgers, Ryan Grant
and Miles Austin playing for me.
If not for fantasy football,
I would have been forced to
banter with my mom and sister
about health care reform in a
tryptophan and boxed wine-induced semi-stupor while “Jesus
Christ Superstar” serenaded us
in the background. Instead, I
was allowed to kick back in a
recliner, continue drinking boxed
wine and frighten my family as I
scream obscenities at the television. In performing the miracle
of creating relevance for the
hapless Lions and the depressing
Raiders organizations and saving
my Thanksgiving from painstaking post-dinner table talk, fantasy football has cemented itself
as a pillar of American society.
In celebration of this monumental honor, I have taken it
upon my league and indeed the
fantasy football world to orchestrate a momentous comeback
from a 0-3 start to take home
my league championship. My
competition in the regular season
finale is Adam Clark, The Maine
Campus Sports Editor and current league leader at 9-3. The
winner of the matchup will not
only secure a playoff berth but
also the Sports Editor position
and the pink slip to the loser’s
car.
There is a lot on the line, and
since I am currently unemployed
and drive a Chevy Prism that is
on its last legs, I have a decided
mental advantage over the wellto-do taxpayer.
I also find myself in a personnel advantage since Clark,
after beginning the season 7-0,
decided he no longer needed
running backs and traded away
Steve Slaton and Reggie Bush
for the underperforming Roddy
White. Because of this oversight,
Clark will be forced to start Felix
Jones against the Giants’ tough
front line while I roll out Joseph
Addai and Ryan Grant — boring, but consistent. And because
I drafted receivers Andre and
Calvin Johnson in the first two
rounds of our draft, I have a
decided advantage at receiver as
well now that Calvin Johnson
is finally healthy. According to
ESPN projections, I am slated
to put the boots to Clark to the
tune of 122 to 95 so I am being
cautiously arrogant.
Don’t be surprised if you see
me roll up to The Maine Campus
office next week driving a
maroon Grand Am and leading a marching band to fantasy
postseason glory.

high 24 points.
The winless Raiders were
led by Ben Jonson and Yaw
Gyawu who each had 17
points.
The Black Bears return to
action Wednesday night at 7
p.m. against the University of
Maine Presque Isle. The game
will take place in “The Pit” in
the Memorial Gym.

Women’s Basketball
The University of Maine
women’s basketball team fell
to Big East power West Virginia 88-32 Saturday afternoon in
Morgantown, W.V.
The Black Bears fall to 2-4
on the season while the Mountaineers improve to 7-1.
UMaine was led by senior
guard Kristin Baker who received the America East Player
of the Game award. She had 12
points and three steals.
Madina Ali scored a gamehigh 18 points for West Virginia.
The Black Bears were never really in the game, as West
Virginia jumped out to an early lead, opening the game on
a 15-2 run and never looked
back.
UMaine returns to the Alfond for their next game when
they host the University of
Delaware Tuesday at 7 p.m.
Former National High School
Player of the Year and University of Connecticut recruit
Elena Delle Donne leads the
Blue Hens.

The Maine Campus file photo

Kevin Phanor (middle) takes down Richmond quarterback Eric Ward while Steven Barker (left) reaches for him in an Oct. 17 game at
Alfond Stadium. In the past two weeks, Northeastern and Hofstra opted to eliminate their football programs due to budget cuts. Both
teams played in the CAA North with UMaine, which was assured last week that its football program will not be eliminated.

CAA
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Four teams were selected for
the 16-team national tournament, with both Villanova University and the University of
Richmond receiving two of the
top four seeds. The College of

Sports standings
Men’s hockey

William & Mary and UNH also
advanced to the playoffs.
Following the first round
games last weekend, all four
teams advanced to the quarterfinals, which were held on Saturday.
William and Mary defeated
the University of Southern Il-

linois on the road 24-3 and
moved to the semifinals where
they will face Villanova, 46-7
winners over UNH.
Richmond, the defending national champions, was upended
by Appalachian State University 35-31 on a last-second touchdown.

With two teams left and playing each other in this weekend’s
semifinals, the CAA will once
again have a team in the national championship game for the
fourth straight year. UMass and
the University of Delaware advanced to the title game in 2006
and 2007, respectively.

Athletes of the Week
Gustav Nyquist – Men’s Hockey

Women’s hockey

The sophomore forward from Malmo, Sweden,
scored three goals over the weekend as the Black
Bears swept Providence College. Nyquist scored
two goals in Friday night’s 3-1 win and added an
empty-net goal in Saturday’s 3-1 victory. He now
has 11 goals on the season and is tied for third in the
nation with 24 points.

Jenna Ouellette – Women’s Hockey
The senior forward from Winnipeg, Manitoba,
was involved in all five Black Bear goals this weekend. She assisted on all four goals in Friday’s 4-1
win over Vermont and notched the only goal of the
game in Saturday’s 1-0 victory. Ouellette leads the
team with 22 points this season.

ACCOUNT REP NEEDED

Any job experience is needed to
carry out the job.You must have
computer skills and speak English
fluently.
You will earn up to $350
weekly.
Email me at:
		
Jw.wax22@gmail.com

maine
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the campus in your inbox
breaking news alerts and e-mail editions at

mainecampus.com/register
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Bears split on
N .Y. trip
McNally, Mitchell lead
team past Colgate
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Scoreboard

Men’s Basketball (Thu.)
Men’s Basketball (Sat.)
Men’s Hockey (Fri.)
Men’s Hockey (Sat.)
Women’s Hockey (Fri.)
Women’s Hockey (Sat.)

76 66
55 101
3 1
3 1
4 1
4 0

Colgate
Syracuse
Providence
Providence
Vermont
Vermont

Women’s Basketball 32
Football - Villanova 46
Hockey - UMass Lowell 1
Hockey - Vermont 2
Patriots 21
Celtics 105

88
7
2
5
22
87

West Virginia
New Hampshire
New Hampshire
New Hampshire
Dolphins
Thunder

mainecampus.com
Column

Americans, Brits
highlight Group C
World Cup draw places
Brazil in “Group of Death”
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Ouellette Darling, Bears shut down PC attack
leads UM
past UVM
By Dayna Margarita
For The Maine Campus

The University of Maine women’s
hockey team took on the University
of Vermont this weekend, sweeping
the Catamounts Friday and Saturday.
With the two wins, the Black Bears
have run their unbeaten streak to six
games and improve to 5-9-5 overall
and 3-5-3-1 in Hockey East.
On Friday afternoon Jenna Ouellette assisted four times as the
Black Beats defeated Vermont 4-1.
UMaine’s first goal was at 7:59 into
the first period, when Dawn Sullivan
scored on a rebound from Taryn Peacock, who shot from her knees from
the face-off circle. Ouellette assisted
on the goal, and it was Sullivan’s
first goal of the season.
Maine scored a power-play goal at
19:04 into the second period, extending their lead 2-0. Goalie Brittany Ott
passed the puck to Ouellette, who assisted to Lexie Hoffmeyer. Vermont
scored their first goal at 5:14, and
just 15 seconds later, UMaine scored
their third goal. Ouellette assisted to
a wide-open Peacock for her sixth
goal of the season. Late in the third
period, Peacock scored a Hoffmeyer
shot from the blue line, making it
her seventh goal of the season. Ouellette assisted a fourth time on every
UMaine goal of the game. Ott made
31 saves, improving to 3-4-3 on the
season.
On Saturday afternoon, UMaine
defeated Vermont 1-0, with a winning goal from Ouellette in the third
period. Both teams played scoreless
throughout the first two periods,
with UMaine holding a 20-18 lead
with shots on goal. During the third
period, Ouellette scored a Hoffmeyer shot from the blue line at 12:23,
making her seventh goal of the season. Peacock assisted on the goal. Ott
made 22 saves and moves to 4-4-3 on
the season. UMaine outshot Vermont
26-22 in the game.
The Black Bears will travel to
Schenectady, N.Y., to play Union
College on Friday, December 11 at
2 p.m.

Fantasy season
heating up as
playoffs arrive

It will be another few weeks before
the playoff contenders in the NFL are
narrowed down, but for most fantasy
football leagues the pursuit of postseason glory begins after this week’s round
of games.
Often fantasy sports are not a breeding ground for
parity, but in
my league this
year, which has
only four playoff
spots, three are
still up for grabs
heading into the
final week of the
season. Seven of
the 12 teams still By Michael Pare
remain in contention. This is the
most competitive fantasy league I have
ever been a part of, and while some
might say fantasy sports cheapen the
real product, it has really improved it
for me — especially this year. Outside
of the New England Patriots, I really
have no reason to have a vested interest
in the fortunes of other teams or other
players without my own competitive
stake in the action. As long as players
have no grandeur delusions about their
role in the sports world and don’t lose
sight of the games that really matter
— the ones played on the gridiron
and not on ESPN.com — then I think
fantasy sports are healthy.
It gets more people involved, makes
for more educated fans and can make a
totally uninteresting game the fantasy
Super Bowl. If not for my fantasy team,
See Column on B5
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The University of Maine men’s hockey team celebrates after picking up a 3-1 victory over Providence College Friday night. The Black Bears also won Saturday’s game
3-1 and are on a five-game unbeaten streak, winning the last four games. They look to extend that streak when they host Northeastern on Saturday night.

By Steven McCarthy
Staff Reporter

The University of Maine men’s
hockey team lived dangerously for
a second straight night Saturday, but
Providence College’s anemic power
play allowed the Black Bears to preserve their narrow lead and come
away with a 3-1 victory to complete
a weekend sweep at Alfond Arena.
It was UMaine’s first two-game
sweep of an opponent this season.
The Black Bears won Friday’s game
by the same score.
“We were just really determined to
get out of the gate strong and pick up
where we left off last night,” UMaine
coach Tim Whitehead said.
Providence had five power plays,
a night after going 0-for-8 with the
man advantage, but finished the
weekend 1-for-13. The Friars generated seven shots in five power plays.
UMaine went 2-for-4 on the power
play.
“We had an opportunity in the
third to tie it again but didn’t get it
done on the power play,” Providence
coach Tim Army said.
The Black Bears (8-7-1, 6-4-1
Hockey East) extended their unbeaten streak to five games heading into
a single game home weekend against
Northeastern University before the
holiday break. Providence (7-7-1, 25-1 Hockey East) has lost three in a
row and will host the University of
New Hampshire and Boston College
next weekend.
Sophomore left wing Spencer Abbott gave UMaine its second lead of
the game 4:39 into the second period.
Right wing Kyle Solomon’s centering

pass from outside the right faceoff
found him streaking through the slot.
Center David deKastrozza tipped the
pass on the way by and Abbott beat
Providence goaltender Alex Beaudry
with a blocker-side wrister. It was
Abbott’s fourth goal of the season
and second game winner.
“It was kind of in too tight for
[deKastrozza], so it slid through
him,” Abbott said. “The goalie
thought it was going to him, so he
was kind of late getting over and I
whacked it in.”
UMaine sophomore right wing
Gustav Nyquist notched his third goal

Darling said. “We had so many transition opportunities at their blue line,
because we always had the third guy
high.”
Beaudry stopped 33 shots and was
thought unanimously to be the reason UMaine could not pull away despite out shooting the Friars 36-26 in
the game.
“[Beaudry] stood on his head in
some spots in the game,” Abbott
said. “We couldn’t get it by him.”
UMaine dominated the early
stages of the first period, earning a
pair of power plays and holding a
21-6 advantage in shots after 20:00.

“We were just really determined to get out of the gate
strong, and pick up where we left off last night.”
Tim Whitehead
Head Coach
UMaine Men’s Hockey
of the weekend and 11th of the season in the game’s final minute when
he gathered the puck at the opposing
blue line and wristed it into an empty net after Beaudry was pulled to
give the Friars even-strength while
Providence defenseman Mark Fayne
watched from the penalty box. Sophomore left wing Brian Flynn chipped
the puck out of the neutral zone.
UMaine sophomore goaltender
Scott Darling picked up his eighth
win of the season in a 25-save effort.
Darling praised UMaine’s effective
penalty killing effort.
“The forwards were unbelievable
this weekend, PK and five-on-five,”

Beaudry had a single period season
high in saves.
“We were just getting pucks to
the net, and we just knew as long
as we get the second man to the net
we could come up with a lot more
chances,” UMaine freshman right
wing Joey Diamond said.
Diamond gave UMaine a 1-0 lead
midway through the first period on
the Black Bears’ second power play
when he finished a rebound at the
right post created by defenseman
Will O’Neill’s blast from the midpoint. It was Diamond’s fourth goal
of the season, and he was unsure if
he was actually responsible for the

goal in traffic.
“Everyone was whacking at it,”
Diamond said. “I really couldn’t see
who put it in.”
The Friars got a responding goal
with the man-advantage 2:46 later.
Junior defenseman Eric Baier tipped
in Matt Germain’s centering pass
from the left faceoff circle at the far
post.
Providence outshot UMaine 13-4
in the third period and earned a pair
of power plays. Beaudry was pulled
after Army called a last minute timeout.
“We had good play, forced some
turnovers, had better activity around
the net,” Army said. “We weren’t
able to get it done on the power play,
again.”
Army made multiple line changes between games in search of an
answer to his team’s special teams
struggles and stressed consistency in
execution must improve.
“We battled and we hung in there
and we gave ourselves a chance,”
Army said. “We’ve got to work harder on the power play.”
In Friday’s game, Nyquist scored
a pair of second period goals to put
the Black Bears ahead after surrendering the game’s first lead to the
Friars.
Providence freshman center Tim
Schaller beat Darling with a onetimer from the high slot 6:01 into the
second period. The lead was shortlived though, as Nyquist stripped the
puck of a Providence winger along
the right boards after the ensuing
faceoff and decked around a pair of
See Hockey on B4

Hofstra University eliminates football
By Adam Clark
Sports Editor

A second school in the Colonial
Athletic Association has succumbed to
economic pressures and has elected to
cut its football program.
Hofstra University voted to eliminate their football program immediately following a unanimous vote by
the school’s board of trustees Wednesday evening, citing high costs and the
need to invest further in academic programs.
Last Monday, Northeastern University ended their football program after
74 years. Hofstra, based in Hempstead,
N.Y., has fielded a team for the past 69
years.
Following a two-year review of the

sports programs at the university, university president Stuart Rabinowitz
recommended to the board to cut the
program, saving approximately $4.5
million.
“The cost of the football program,
now and in the future, far exceeds the
return possible for an FCS program,
which does not generate significant
national interest,” said Rabinowitz in
a statement.
The Pride finished this season 56 and 3-5 in conference play. They
wound up tied for third in the CAA
North after their season-ending 52-38
win over the University of Massachusetts Nov. 21.
Hofstra’s program had an overall
record of 403 wins, 268 losses and 11
ties.

With the elimination of both Hofstra and Northeastern, the North Division now has only four teams, including the University of Maine. The other
teams that remain in the North are the
University of Massachusetts, the University of New Hampshire and the University of Rhode Island.
The conference now has 10 teams,
with six of those schools playing in the
CAA South.
Due to the loss of teams, CAA Football Commissioner Tom Yeager said
in Thursday’s conference call that the
league would scrap the divisions and
realign next season.
“We will go forward with a single
league, no divisions and play eight
conference games,” Yeager said.
In 2011, Old Dominion University

will join the CAA and Georgia State
University will become a conference
member in 2012.
Despite the termination of two programs in the Northeast region, UMaine
Athletic Director Blake James assured
the Black Bear football program is safe
and will not be eliminated, according
to the Bangor Daily News.

CAA teams fight for
championship
Despite the news that two programs
will no longer field a football team, the
CAA still remains the top conference
in the Football Championship Subdivision (FCS).
See CAA on B5

